Centre for Automotive Safety Research

Additions to the CASR library during May 2006

If interested in conference proceedings or book chapters please select individual papers for copy. Hard copy reports will be loaned.
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

1. Field tests: in a bid to make vehicles safer, manufacturers and crash test houses alike are very keen to explore real life outside the crash test lab.

Read K

Crash Test Technology International 2006; May: 32-35

ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION

2. Identification of causal factors and potential countermeasures for fatal rural crashes.

Davis GA et al

St Paul : Minnesota Department of Transportation, 2005


Online: Click here

ACCIDENT STATISTICS


O'Neill B; Krychenko S


21p.

Baldock MRJ; McLean AJ

Adelaide: Centre for Automotive Safety Research, 2005


Online: Click here

5. Identification of at-risk drivers: professional and reimbursement issues.

Davis ES; Peterson MF


Dobbs BM; Carr D


7. Self-screening by older drivers.

Eby DW; Molnar LJ

8. Literature review on polypharmacy and older drivers: identifying strategies to study drug usage and driving functioning among older drivers.

Lococo KH; Staplin L


Online: Click here


Molnar LJ; Eby DW


Molnar LJ; Eby DW; Dobbs BM


AGED PERSON

11. Public and private policy initiatives to move seniors forward.

Staplin L; Freund K

12. Non-rotating driver airbags: a better solution?
Advises 2006; 26: 18-20

ATTENTION

Hedlund J (ed); Simpson H (ed); Mayhew D (ed)

Ottawa : Traffic Injury Research Foundation Canadian Automobile Association, 2006
32p.

Online: Click here

14. Effects of cognitive and visual load in real and simulated driving.
Ostlund J et al

Linkoping, Sweden : VTI, 2006


Online: Click here
CHILD RESTRAINT

15. A survey of drivers' child restraint choice and knowledge in South Australia.

Edwards SA; Anderson RWG; Hutchinson TP

Adelaide : Centre for Automotive Safety Research, 2006

Report no. CASR012 44p.

Online: Click here


Lennon A

Journal of the Australasian College of Road Safety 2006; 17(2): 38-45

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES


Washington D.C : Transportation Research Board, 2006


Online: Click here

18. Curbing China's road safety horror.

Grzebieta R

Journal of the Australasian College of Road Safety 2006; 17(2): 13-16
DRINK DRIVING

19. Acculturation and driving under the influence: a study of repeat offenders.

Hunter SB et al

Journal of Studies on Alcohol 2006; 2006; 67(3): 458-464

DRIVER BEHAVIOUR

20. The prediction of traffic accident involvement from driving behavior.

Wahlberg AF


43p.

Online: Click here

DRIVER TESTING AND LICENSING


Sundstrom A

Umea, Sweden : Umea University, Department of Educational Measurement, 2005

Report no. EM 54  43p.

Online: Click here
22. Utilising the driver behaviour questionnaire in an Australian organisational fleet setting: are modifications required?

Wishart D et al

Journal of the Australasian College of Road Safety 2006; 17(2): 31-38


Journal of Neurotrauma 2006; 23(5): 735-805

Contents includes:
I. Invited lecture - The impact of neurotrauma on society: an international perspective / Reilly P (p740)
II. An ovine model of the shaken baby syndrome / Finnie JW, Manavis J, Blumbergs PC (pp765-766)

24. Evaluation of head injury criteria using a finite element model validated against experiments on localized brain motion, intracerebral acceleration, and intracranial pressure.

Klieven S


Shelf location: Periodical Collection
HUMAN FACTOR


Washington DC : Federal Highway Administration, Office of International Programs, 2005

Online: Click here

INFRASTRUCTURE


Belgium : European Union Road Federation, 2006

Contents:
I. Road infrastructure safety management / Tostmann S
II. Safer road infrastructure saves lives / Kaschnitz R
III. To prevent or to cure..the Belgian experience / Jacobs R
IV. The role of road safety auditing in highway design and constuction / Belcher M
V. ASECAP - European professional association of tolled road infrastructures / Dionelis K
VI. Safe road infrastructure / Nuyttens R

Copies of seminar presentation slides only

Online: Click here

INJURY

27. Computer simulation and validation of the Archimedes Lever Hypothesis as a mechanism for aortic isthmus disruption in a case of lateral impact motor vehicle crash: a crash injury research engineering network (CIREN) study.

Siegel IJH et al

Journal of Trauma 2006; 60(5): 1072-1082

Jamson S

Transportation Research, Part F - Traffic Psychology and Behaviour 2006; 9(3): 195-206

29. Economic impact of motorcycle helmets: from impact to discharge.

Eastridge BJ et al

Journal of Trauma 2006; 60(5): 978-984


London: Department for Transport, 2006

42p.

Online: Click here
PEDESTRIAN

31. Driveway deaths of child pedestrians.
Canberra : Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2006

RISK

Andersson H; Lundborg P
Linkoping, Sweden : VTI, 2006
Online: Click here

ROAD DESIGN

33. Guide to road design part 1: introduction to road design.
Veith G; Bennett D
Sydney : Austroads, 2006
23p.

Washington DC : Federal Highway Administration, Office of International Programs, 2006

22p.

Online: Click here

35. Road safety by design: a decision support tool for identifying ex ante evaluation issues of road safety measures.

Jagtman HM

Delft, The Netherlands : Eburon, 2004

256p.

Contents:
I. Road safety: what is the governmental problem?
II. Ex ante evaluation methods for road safety measures
III. Framework for an integrated safety approach
IV. Identification and definition of the intended operating process
V. Classification principle for road safety measures
VI. Identification of possible deviations from the intended operating process
VII. Usability of the HAZOP approach for policy making and traffic purposes
VIII. Usability of the HAZOP approach for large scale ex ante evaluation studies
IX. The perspectives for road safety by design
Lindstrom H
Walkerville : Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure, 2005
Resource kit containing 41 page booklet and 12 posters.

Pennay D
Canberra : Australian Transport Safety Bureau ATSB, 2006
Report no. CR 227
Online: Click here

38. Road safety: strategies and solutions.
Underwood RT
Crows Nest : Engineers Media, 2006
Contents:
I. Traffic and road safety - an overview (pp9-24)
II. Road user, vehicle, road and legislation basics (pp25-40)
III. Road safety management (pp41-74)
IV. Specific issues (pp75-94)
V. Road safety investigations (pp95-112)
VI. Vehicle safety considerations (pp113-132)
VII. Road user aids (pp133-156)
VIII. Intersections (pp157-174)
IX. Provision for pedestrians (pp175-188)
X. Provision for bicyclists (pp189-202)
XI. Provision for motorcyclists (pp203-210)
XII. Provision for road based public transport (pp211-222)
XIII. Land development considerations (pp223-236)
XIV. Urban roads (pp237-258)
XV. Rural roads (pp259-278)
XVI. Enforcement (pp279-296)
XVII. Appendices - road safety strategies (pp297-324)
XVIII. Glossary (pp325-330)

Wegman F (ed) et al
Leidschendam: SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research, 2005
83p.
Online: Click here

ROADSIDE

40. Designing and keeping roadsides safe (CD)
Thomson R (ed); Halleman B (ed)
Roadside Infrastructure for Safer European Roads RISER, 2005

Contents:
I. Accident databases for collisions with roadside infrastructure / Fagenlind H et al (98p)
II. Summary of driver behaviour and driver interactions with roadside infrastructure / Janssen WH et al (79p)
III. Critical vehicle and infrastructure interactions / Thomson R et al (138p)
IV. Identify envelope of vehicle and driver response prior to collisions / de Ridler S et al (64p)
V. Summary of European design guidelines for roadside infrastructure / Dupre G, Bisson O (52p)
VI. European best practice for roadside design: guidelines for roadside infrastructure on new and existing roads / (142p)
VII. Summary of maintenance and operational procedures for roadside infrastructure / Lammer G (23p)
VIII. European best practice for roadside design: guidelines for maintenance and operations of roadside infrastructure / Andersson J et al (36p)
SPEED ENFORCEMENT

41. Aggressive traffic enforcement: a simple and effective injury prevention program.

Davis JW et al

Journal of Trauma 2006; 60(5): 972-977

42. Speed enforcement detection devices for preventing road traffic injuries.

Wilson C et al

The Cochrane Library 2006; 2

2006

Report no. CD004607

Online: Click here

SPEEDING

43. Beliefs and attitudes about speeding and its countermeasures.

Hatfield J; Job RFS

Canberra: Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2006


Online: Click here
STATISTICS


Canberra: Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2006

Online: Click here

TRANSPORT DISADVANTAGED

45. Transport and mobility: challenges, innovations and improvements.

Harris A; Tapsas D

Noble Park: Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV), 2006

Report no. 06/01 64p.

VEHICLE ELECTRONICS

46. Integrating active and passive safety systems.

Advances 2006; 26: 3-7

47. Wired for safety: carmakers and suppliers collaborate to augment drivers' skill and judgement with electronics.

Carney D

Automotive Engineering International 2006; April: 112-118

Status Report 2006; 41(3): 1-8

49. One simple problem is being overlooked. And it's a big one: not all electronic chassis stability systems work.

Carey J

Wheels 2006; May: 37

50. Trends over time in the risk of driver death: what if vehicle designs had not improved?

Farmer CM; Lund AK


17p.

51. The effectiveness of electronic stability control on motor vehicle crash prevention.

Green PE; Woodroffe J

Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI), 2006

Report no. UMTRI-2006-12  46p.
WHIPLASH INJURY

52. Whiplash associated disorders: a comprehensive review.

Anderson RWG (ed)

Adelaide : Centre for Automotive Safety Research, 2006


Contents:
I. Epidemiology of whiplash associated disorders / Anderson R
II. Vehicle factors in whiplash injury / Gibson T
III. Biomechanics of whiplash injury / Gibson T
IV. Biomedical and biopsychosocial models in relation to whiplash associated disorders / Cox M
V. Review of current state of management of whiplash associated disorders/ Ryan T
VI. Predictive factors for prolonged recovery and claim settlement for whiplash: findings from two studies in South Australia / Gun R

Online: Click here